6/17/2019

EIGHTH GRADE BASIC SUPPLIES
GENERAL SUPPLIES








Agenda Book ($6.00 purchased through the school in Sept. or on MySchoolBucks.com)
Loose-leaf paper
Pens and pencils (No flairs or sharpies please)
2 Boxes of Tissues (1st period class)
One two pocket folder (Used for homework)
2 Packs of Index Cards (3x5)
*Suggested: One flash drive - OPTIONAL

ENGLISH
One 3-ring binder
Highlighters
One pack of index cards
Markers/Colored Pencils
One folder
MATH
Math 8
3-ring binder to be shared with Tech
Composition Notebook
Scientific Calculator (suggested model:
TI-30XIIS - Texas Instrument)
make sure it has the “S”
Algebra 1
Binder
Graphing calculator (suggested model: TI83
plus graphing calculator or higher)
SCIENCE
3-ring binder w/4 dividers and loose-leaf paper
Two packs of index cards
TECH
Box of #2 pencils (No Pens!)
Ruler
3-ring binder (this binder can be shared
with Math class)
FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCE
Pocket folder with paper

SOCIAL STUDIES
3-ring binder
Marble composition notebook
LANGUAGE
French
Marble composition notebook
Two Pocket folders
Two dry erase markers
Headphones (to be left in class-please label w/name)
(Can be purchased at dollar store)
Spanish
2” 3-ring binder with dividers
Pocket Folder
Loose leaf paper
Headphones (to be left in class-please label w/name)
(Can be purchased at dollar store)
Index cards
Dry-Erase Marker
Optional: Spanish-English Dictionary
ART
One dozen pencils
Pocket folder
Spiral bound 8 ½”x11” or 9”x12” sketch book
One fine point black Sharpie marker
One ultra-fine point black Sharpie marker
GENERAL MUSIC
½” (3-ring binder) w/loose-leaf paper
Pocket folder

LOCKER SHELVES:
If you wish to purchase locker shelves, it is important to buy adjustable ones such as these:
http://www.organizeit.com/adjustable-double-locker-shelf.asp?cmpid=SLI#. The inside dimensions of
our lockers are 10” x 10” and standard metal shelves or locker ladders don’t fit correctly and cause the
doors to jam and the mechanism to break. You may find shelves like these using the web address above
or similar items in stores.
Suggestion:

Visit a dollar store first. Many items such as index cards, pens, pencils, etc. can
be purchased inexpensively.

All student belongings need to be kept locked, in student lockers. Backpacks with wheels do not fit into
the middle school lockers, and so they are not permitted.

